Transcript and Feedback
solution for Coahing
RaeNotes gives you everything you need to store,
transcribe, index, review, and collaborate on audio and
video recordings with the highest standard of security.

AI for coaching

Make Audio and Video
more accessible

Maximize your productivity and improve
the learning journey
Training Organizations around the world are
grappling with ways to manage the ever-increasing
volume of video and audio shared with learners. Yet

Improve the review
experience by
delivering contextual
feedback

most content management and storage solutions
used today are not designed to ideally support a
training’s primary mission: teaching and learning.

Written & Verbal
feedback

RaeNotes changes all this by providing a secure and
reliable repository for educational multimedia along
with AI-tools for interactive feedback and intuitive
coach to learner interaction. With RaeNotes,

Transcribe recordings
instantly

institutional leaders, faculty, and students can
securely store and access video and audio content,
benefit from automatic transcription, collaborate on
material, and easily share content.

Securely save,
process and share
data

RaeNotes
Learn more at RaeNotes.com

Make Audio and Video more accessible,
easier to navigate, and easier to find
RaeNotes provides a unique approach to information
discovery with a comprehensive user interface that
includes custom facets to categorize documents,
create your library, and indexed content. RaeNotes
makes your video and audio information more
accessible. With powerful search and navigation
tools, you can quickly find everything that's spoken
and uncover key information across your entire
content library.

RaeNotes empowers coaches with
AI-tools to create contextual
feedback and providing meaningful
mentoring to help learners grow.
RaeNotes links your notes and
comments to a moment of interest
within the transcript and allows you
to go back to the recording to
review the critique in the context of
the content. With RaeNotes you can
organize content into categories by
creating tags to organize and keep
track of key coaching core
competencies.

Improve the review experience by
delivering contextual feedback

Deliver faster feedback

Effective feedback is the source of deeper awareness

When learners receive feedback

and learning: it provides precious ideas for learning

while their submission still fresh in

that are important for a person’s growth and for

mind, it will have its greatest

improving skills. The learning process is best when a

impact. Delivering feedback as soon

learner can easily and quickly tie a coaches’

as possible after students have

constructive feedback to their strengths and areas

completed a submission is one of

for improvement and RaeNotes makes it simple to

the RaeNotes missions because it

achieve this.

saves coaches time and improves
the learners’ journey.

RaeNotes empowers
coaches with AI-tools
to create contextual
feedback and
providing meaningful
mentoring to help
learners grow.

Written & Verbal
feedback
Record and transcribe Voice Memos
The obvious advantage of written feedback is that it
can be referred back to again and again. RaeNotes
applies the same approach to the verbal feedback

Record feedback from your
phone or web browser
Convert voice memos to
text automatically
Tie feedback within the
context of recordings

and makes it possible to record and transcribe Voice
Memos, and link them to the moment of interest
within your video and audio content to be viewed
from RaeNote’s web interface. Reviewing with Voice

Share and create
discussion threads

Memos is radically simple: select the section of the
transcript you are reviewing and hit the record

Export your notes as a text

button and capture your thoughts verbally. The

document

recorded feedback will be automatically transcribed
and linked to the selected area.

I'm just using
RaeNotes again and
wates to stress again
how amazing it is!!
This tool just saved me
about 5 hours.

Transcribe recordings instantly
The amount of time it takes to create a transcript
using

RaeNotes

transcription

is

faster

services.

A

than

one-hour

traditional
recording

is

Raenotes provides
students, staff, and faculty

transcribed automatically in minutes with 87-95%

with a secure and reliable

accuracy.

repository for educational

Better,

faster

transcription

makes

the

captioning process more affordable and allows you to
have all your text and content in a single place linked
and synchronized.

video along with
comprehensive tools to
provide effective feedback.

Securely save, process,
and share data
At RaeNotes we always make our
customers’ data security and privacy a
top priority.
RaeNotes
protect

uses

your

industry-standard

data

in

transit.

All

encryption

to

connections

to

RaeNotes are encrypted using SSL, and any attempt
to connect over HTTP is redirected to HTTPS. All
customer

data,

including

call

recordings

and

transcripts, are encrypted at rest and in transit.
We store, process, and transmit your data all within
the

United

States

at

data

centers

owned

and

operated by Amazon Web Services (AWS). These data
centers deliver the very highest levels of physical and
infrastructure security.
You can give permissions to specific people or make
your data publicly available with a

web link to the

file. The important thing to remember is that no one
sees

your

data

except

you

unless

you

specify

otherwise. You have total control over the level of
access to shared files: you set the access permissions
to either view, comment, edit, and share.

RaeNotes
Learn more at RaeNotes.com

